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6

Abstract7

More and more companies are adopting Agile methods as a flexible way to introduce new8

software products. An important part of any software project is testing. Agile testing may9

have similar aims as traditional software testing, but the structure of the team is different,10

testers need to support quality infusion through entire team. Test automation and selection of11

test tool can help project teams deliver more effectively, and in shorter timescales. The12

challenges in testing of cloud are visible also in the tools for automatic test case execution.13

This paper addresses some of these challenges and also highlights every aspect of software14

testing process in Agile development.15

16

Index terms— agile methods, unit testing, cloud testing.17

1 Introduction18

n general Software engineering involves the design, develop, maintenance and documentation of software systems.19
Software engineering can be viewed as an approach that combines computer science and the customer to develop20
a set of tools and techniques to solve problems [2]. As we notice the methodologies continually looking for ways21
building delivery models which offer their customers workable, innovative solutions which provide competitive22
advantage. During early 1990s, the methodologies war was between object-oriented (OO) design and traditional23
development models. Developing applications in complex environments presents challenges that never before faced24
by the management gurus. There are complexity results from the inherent complexity nature of applications25
themselves. For example internet based applications are highly distributed-may contain components written26
in a variety of languages deployed across machines with different architectures and operating systems. In27
its early days the proponents of OO argued that its widespread adoption would allow for greater flexibility28
in software development for distributed networked applications than earlier structured techniques. Many29
researchers and professionals involved in promoting the OOP techniques. However Object-Oriented Programming30
(OOP) technology is not a software development model; OOP does enhance the effectiveness of earlier software31
development models. As Software development involved more critical, dynamic and customer centric projects,32
new challenges are emerged which effects the growth of companies. These difficulties include more customer33
involvement, changing nature of customer requirements, projects with tight deadlines and over budgets. With the34
existence of such problems, the OOP technology cannot satisfy the objectives of software development companies.35
A number of IT professionals started to work individually on new approaches to develop software. Currently36
Agile is one of the highly practiced methodologies. Trends in distributed software systems have gained increasing37
importance in recent years have been for software to move to much larger venues in the web, cloud and mobile38
applications. One way to handle software development in an ever changing environment is by imbibing Agile39
methodologies as part of development process.40

The Agile software development methods evolved in the mid-1990s as a reaction against heavyweight waterfall41
model of development. The early implementations of agile methods include Extreme programming ??Beck),42
Scrum (Schwaber), Crystal (Alistair Cockburn), Feature Driven Development, Agile Modeling. These are now43
typically referred to as agile methodologies, after the Agile Manifesto Published in 2001. The formulation of44
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5 IV. AGILE TESTING AND TESTING CHALLENGES

Agile Manifesto occurred when a group of IT professionals with similar ideas and objectives met in Salt Lake45
City, Utah, USA, and issued so called the Agile Manifesto ??9].46

2 Agile Manifesto47

We are uncovering better ways of developing software by doing it and helping others do it. Through this work48
we have came to value:49

? Individuals and interactions over processes and tools ? Working software over comprehensive documentation50
? Customer collaboration over contract negotiation ? Responding to change over following a plan That is, while51
there is value in the items on the right, we value the items on the left more.52

3 end-to-end sdlc with agile methodology53

There are a number of different Agile methodologies (XP, Scrum etc.,), each with its own combination of practices.54
All these methods follow the core principles of Agile manifesto with common goal and values. Agile methods55
emphasize working software as a primary measure of progress. In his book, Extreme Programming Explained56
[1], Beck proposes twelve different ideas that are key to his form of agile development. These key factors provide57
agility to a project aiming at speed, communication, group effort, customer feedbacks. Agile software development58
process is a conceptual framework for software engineering where the entire project is divided into smaller pieces59
or in iterations, each of which handled separately [3].Software development during one unit of time is referred to60
as an iteration, each defining its own set of tasks(features) that combine to make requirements.61

In Agile development user stories describes the system requirements. Using these high level user stories, team62
will create a useful map of the full system that is valuable for telling big stories about the end to end use of the63
entire system .Then the system is divided into different iterations during the release planning step. Iterations64
are short time frames that typically last from one to four weeks, each iteration involves a cross functional team65
working in all areas of development: design, coding, testing. An iteration might not add enough functionality to66
warrant a market release, but the goal is to have an available release with minimal bugs. When the iteration is67
developed and tested, the system is sent to the customer for feedback. The customer provides his/her feedback68
in the form of stories and again the same steps are followed later. When the required levels of functionalities are69
delivered then customer stops writing stories and development stopped. Multiple iterations might be required to70
release a product or new features(Figure -1). Every release should be as small as possible, containing the most71
valuable business requirements (Beck, Kent 2000).72

4 Software Testing and Quality Assurance in Agile Develop-73

ment74

In Agile methods there is no specific testing phase, instead integrates testing into development process75
[5].Programmers do some integration testing and also unit testing while developing the iteration. The incremental76
feature acceptance (acceptance test) is usually done by the customer. This minimizes overall risk and allows the77
project to adapt to changes quickly [4]. A highly practiced QA activity in Agile method rely on customer feedback.78
According to Agile manifesto people are more important than process and tools; customer interaction at every79
level is important aspect of an Agile process. The following (Figure -2) explains the testing activities in Agile80
method during one iteration. Software quality assurance is the systematic activities providing evidence of the81
fitness for use of the total software product. Different Agile methods follow different strategies in practice. These82
practices are broadly summarized as follows: a) Unit testing: One typical way of software quality assurance is83
developer testing: developers test their code as they write, often in the form of unit testing. Unit testing is a good84
way to communicate over issues in the code under development without waiting for other units to be available,85
provides fault detection at a lower cost comparing to do so at a later stage [6].86

5 IV. Agile Testing and Testing Challenges87

In the previous section we described some of the useful testing and quality assurance activities in Agile methods.88
It’s a common misconception that Agile projects don’t need a rigorous approach to testing. But if we compare89
Agile with other traditional approaches, then we will come to know that from testing perspective Agile methods90
have lacked in different important aspects of software testing process [7]. In Agile development there is no specific91
role defined for tester and often testers are treated as junior developers.92

A good tester has many distinguishing feature that make difference with developer. In [7] the authors say that93
Agile development can be benefited through a team of professional testers.94

Agile Testing is a software testing practice that follows the principles of Agile software development. Agile95
Testing involves a cross-functional Agile team actively relying on the special expertise contributed by testers.96
This allows the combined team to better meet the project’s defined business, software usability, quality, and97
timeline objectives.98

Unit tests are foundations of any Agile projects, effective unit test can be done with automation. The more99
the team can automate the testing, the faster they can move on to the next developments. But testing in an100
Agile way is not without its challenges, are left in utilizing the automated tools in some applications. Testing101
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in complex distributed environment like cloud testing poses significant challenges for a tester to perform unit102
testing with an automated test generation tool. Moving the application to the cloud will in some cases present103
some differences in how to implement a certain test or test case depending on the cloud environment. Often, a104
test case requires the system under test to have a certain internal state as a starting point of the test case. A big105
challenge for the tester is to achieve the required state prior to test case execution. Another problem with Agile106
methodologies is that testing is not done in a fixed pattern at the end of the development phase, but instead107
after each package or integration of packages. Hence a project based on Agile methodology, planned tests must108
be creative in order to allow adaptation to the changes as well as the schedule.109

V.110

6 Conclusion111

Studying the role of testing and identifying a set of issues when building and testing complex distributed database112
systems in a cloud, the focus of our thesis, is the least researched area. Very few papers have been published113
that focus directly on software testing of cloud applications. The main result revealed by our primary study114
is that for developing and providing a system aimed for the cloud is effective with Agile development process.115
But it is critical that an Agile tester who is expected to test the quality and performance of cloud applications116
has a good understanding of what makes a Cloud Computing application and distributed architecture, as well117
as a good understanding of the tools available and their strengths and weakness for testing different types of118
cloud applications. To support our work an additional research goal was made to evaluate the applicability and119
support of various techniques and open source tools for advanced distributed database testing like in a cloud120
environment. 1 2
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6 CONCLUSION
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